
dot
I
1. [dɒt] n

1. точка
three dots - отточие, многоточие
dots and dashes - точки и тире (в азбуке Морзе)

2. пятнышко
3. крошка, малютка; крохотное существо
4. муз. точка (знак увеличения длительности ноты или паузы в полтора раза или знак стаккато )

♢ to a dot - до мельчайших подробностей; до последней запятой

to correct smth. to a dot - исправить всё до мелочей; ≅ «вылизать»
off one's dot - тронутый, свихнувшийся ; придурковатый
to pay on the dot - платитьналичными
(to come) on the dot - (прийти) минута в минуту /тютелька в тютельку/
in the year dot - давным-давно

2. [dɒt] v
1. ставить точки
2. отмечать пунктиром; наносить пунктирную линию
3. усеивать; испещрять

a field dotted with flowers - поле, усеянное цветами
boulders dotted (about /over/) the lunar landscape - поверхность Луны была усеяна камнями
the islands are dotted all round the coast - вдоль (всей) береговой линии были разбросаны /рассыпаны/ островки

♢ to dot the i's - ставить точки над i

to dot and carry one - переносить в следующий разряд (при сложении)
to dot and go one - редк. а) = to dot and carry one; б) ковылять, плестись еле-еле
to dot smb. one - дать кому-л. затрещину
to dot smb. one in the eye - поставить кому-л. синяк /фонарь/ под глазом

II

[dɒt] n юр.
приданое

Apresyan (En-Ru)

dot
dot [dot dots dotted dotting] noun, verbBrE [dɒt] NAmE [dɑ t]

noun
1. a small round mark, especially one that is printed

• There are dots above the letters i and j.
• Text and graphics are printed at 300 dots per inch.
• The helicopters appeared as two black dots on the horizon.
• The island is a small green dot on the map.

2. (computing) a symbol like a full stop/period used to separate parts of a↑domain name, a↑URL or an email address

more at the year dot at ↑year

 
Word Origin:
Old English dott ‘head of a boil’. The word is recorded only once in Old English, then not until the late 16th cent., when it is found in
the sense ‘a small lump or clot’, perhaps influenced by Dutch dot ‘a knot’. The sense ‘small mark or spot’ dates from the mid 17th
cent.
 
Synonyms :
patch
dot • mark • spot

These are all words for a small part on a surface that is a different colour from the rest.

patch • an area of sth, especially one which is different from the area around it: ▪ a white dog with a black patch on its head◇▪

patches of dense fog

dot • a small round mark on sth, especially one that is printed: ▪ The letters ‘i’ and ‘j’ havedots over them. ◇▪ The island is a

small green dot on the map.
mark • a noticeable area of colour on the body of a person or animal: ▪ The horse had a white mark on its head.
spot • a small round area that is a different colour or feels different from the surface it is on: ▪ Which has spots, a leopard or a
tiger?
a patch/dot/mark/spot on sth
with patches/dots/marks/spots
a blue/black/red, etc. patch/dot/mark/spot

 
Example Bank:

• The graphics are printed at 500 dots per inch.
• The letters ‘i’ and ‘j’ havedots over them.
• Two helicopters appeared as black dots on the horizon.

Idioms: ↑dot your i's and cross your t's ▪ ↑on the dot
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verb (-tt-)
1. ~ sth to put a dot aboveor next to a letter or word

• Why do you neverdot your i's?
2. usually passive ~ sth to spread things or people overan area; to be spread overan area

• The countryside was dotted with small villages.
• Small villages dot the countryside.
• There are lots of Italian restaurants dotted around London.

3. to put very small amounts of sth in a number of places on a surface
• ~ A on/over B Dot the cream all overyour face.
• ~ B with A Dot your face with the cream.

Verb forms:

Word Origin:
Old English dott ‘head of a boil’. The word is recorded only once in Old English, then not until the late 16th cent., when it is found in
the sense ‘a small lump or clot’, perhaps influenced by Dutch dot ‘a knot’. The sense ‘small mark or spot’ dates from the mid 17th
cent.

dot
I. dot1 S2 /dɒt $ dɑ t/ BrE AmE noun [countable]

[Language: Old English; Origin: dott 'top of a spot on the skin' ]
1. a small round mark or spot:

a pattern of dots
2. on the dot informal exactly on time or at a particular time:

I’ll be there on the dot.
at three o'clock/seven thirty etc on the dot (=at exactly 3:00 / 7:30 etc)

Mr Green arrivedat six on the dot.
3. something that looks like a small spot because it is so far away:

The plane was just a dot on the horizon.

4. a short sound or flash of light used when sending messages by ↑Morse code ⇨ dash

⇨ the year dot at ↑year(13)

II. dot2 BrE AmE verb (past tense and past participle dotted, present participle dotting) [transitive]
1. to mark something by putting a dot on it or above it:

She neverdots her i’s.
2. [usually passive] if an area is dotted with things, there are a lot of them there but they are spread far apart

be dotted with something
The lake was dotted with sailboats.

be dotted about/around etc something
The company has over20 stores dotted around the country.
Poppies dotted the field.

3. to put a very small amount of something on a surface, especially in several places
dot something with something

Dot the apples with butter.
4. dot the i’s and crossthe t’s informal to pay careful attention to all the details when you are finishing something
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